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Disclaimer

Redikall Healing formulae are given to you to
get the taste of  a healing experience. It is not
the entire healing process. Nor does it
guarantee the completion of healing
experience. 
 

These statements are not meant to replace
any existing therapeutic system. Nor, it is an
alternative modality.  
 

Readers and  users may consult the experts 
 as  and when required and please do not
withdraw medication without consulting the
prescribing authorities.  
 

Recite the given statements for 21 times for
21 days for better effect. 
Recite only those statements which you find
true for  yourself. If you do not   

agree with   the statement, you  may  avoid
reciting them. Feel free to share this
knowledge.
 

Author or Omnipresence Academy of Life
gives no guarantee for the results.  



Healing is a soul bathing

experience. Healing is as

necessary for your sense of

wellbeing as it is necessary 
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What is Healing?

The good news is that the benevolent

nature continuously heals you on an

ongoing basis. However, we need to

allow that healing process to work on

us and do not inhibit that in a self-

sabotaging way. 
 

You can heal yourself pro-actively or

retrospectively.
 

Most people wait for desperate

moments before they heal themselves. 

Wise ones understand the need for

self-healing and regularly heal

themselves.

to take a bath, eat food, and sleep

regularly. 
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Healing Healing is not only freedom from
suffering, but also helps you know
yourself better. Every pain and problem
has communication, solution, and
brilliance for you.  
 
Let Healing be a way of life where you
can continue to with the 'self-healing' ritual
and enjoy a sense of wellbeing, bliss and
enhanced awareness of 'self'.
 
Let regular self healing lead you to the
ultimate experience of 'self-realization. 
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Healing is an experience
of being whole and
complete so that you

connect to "that" which is
whole and complete.
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Healing happens naturally and

effortlessly most of the time. A warm

hug, walk by the ocean, weeping in

front of a compassionate friend or

comforting touch can heal you. Food,

air, water, and love can heal you too. 
 

However, not always you are open to

receive healing. At times, you have

inherent blocks which prevent you from

being healed.



Types of Healing
Healing can happen at the level of Thought,

Emotions, Energy and Physical Body.

Thought

Emotions

Energy

Physical body

Chapter 2: Types of Healing
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Heal your thoughts and
emotions to experience a deep

level of healing.
Healing is a soul-bathing
experience and you certainly

deserve it.



Redikall healing helps you reduce your

physical suffering, calm your mind and

eventually gaining clarity in life so that

you can take an aware  decision in the

right direction and apply your inner

wisdom  to boost  your relationships,

finances and spiritual growth.
 

Let us get a glimpse  of Redikall

Statements.

"REDIKALL"
Redikall is an art of making life easy

and joyous in three steps.

Chapter 3: Redikall
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Sharpen your mind and

gain clarity in life.

Take an aware decision

and steer your life in the

right direction. 

1.

2.

 

3. Apply your inner wisdom to boost your   

relationships, finances and spiritual

growth.



In Redikall curriculum you will

understand the theory behind reciting

these statements. However, you can

certainly recite these statements to start

healing yourself or guide others.
 

These are very safe statements, which

penetrates the subconscious mind and

brings in the shift in the state of health.
 

You can recite these statements aloud

or silently in your mind for 7-21 times.  
 

To know more, check FAQ section at the

end of the booklet. 
 

To begin with, identify the right issue you

would like to heal. Refer to the index and

read the corresponding chapter and

recite the statements and feel the

difference. 

Redikall Statements

Chapter 4: Redikall Statments
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Please note that this is the beginning of

the healing, and healing with these

statements can be peripheral.  For a

deeper level of healing, you may learn

Redikall Curriculum through workshops

or webinars. 

Chapter 4: Redikall Statments
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Since thoughts are the causative factors

behind all problems, it is essential to

heal yourself at the thought level. 
 

This ensures that you heal at the

causative levels. However, it is, at times,

challenging to heal at the thought level.
 

Hence, most people heal at the physical

body level, e.g., massages. 
 

Or at energy level, e.g. Acupressure,

acupuncture. 



The effects are profound if you start

healing at the thought or emotion level

because it will not only impact and

regulate the flow of energy, but it will

also help you identify your precise

thought, which created a dis-ease.

 

We have simplified the healing concepts

for you. Like any cooking recipe, we are

going to give you the recipes for healing.

 

I will begin by giving you the recipes for

common day to day troubles. These are

generalised recipes. For personalised

use, you may need to master the art of

designing them or consult experts.
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Healing is an invaluable  
gift for all. 

For better health,
awareness and enhanced

consciousness.
 



Heal your Stress

Stress is  a generated by a perceived

sense of demand from various factors. 
 

Stress may give a temporary 'high'

feeling but the long term repercussions

on health and other facets of life could

be adverse.
 

Assess the level of stress on a scale of 0

to 10 and recite the following statements

21 times for 21 days or till the stress

level becomes 0.

Chapter 5 of Heal your stress
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I see my stress, 
I feel my stress. 
I acknowledge my stress.
I love and accept my stress.
I honor my stress. 
I discover the brilliance in my stress.
I am my stress, and my stress is me. 

I admit my stress under the loving care of
Redikall Consciousness.
I admit the reason behind my stress under the
loving care of Redikall Consciousness.
I admit the need for the stress under the loving
care of Redikall Consciousness.

I R5 my stress
I R5 my reason for stress
I R5 the brilliance in the stress.
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Selfhealing for Tiredness

When your mind or body feels tired,

fatigued, exhausted, or drained, you can

try these statements. 
 

Please note that these statements are

not a replacement for any medical

treatment. You can try them along with

the treatment or if the existing line of

treatment has not helped you enough.
 

For persistent complaints of tiredness,

please consult experts.

Chapter 6:  tiredness
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Selfhealing for tiredness

I see my energy level.
I feel my energy level.
I acknowledge my energy level.
I love and accept my energy level.
I honor my energy level.
I discover the brilliance of my energy level.
I am my energy level, the energy level is me.

Redikall Consciousness is purifying, energizing,
completing, grounding, and protecting my energies.

Assess the level of tiredness on a scale

of 0 to 10 and recite the following

statements 21 times for 21 days or till

the tiredness level becomes 0.
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Self Healing for Anxiety 

It is natural for people to feel worried or

anxious. However, at times, an

excessive amount of worries and anxiety

can affect your health, sense of

wellbeing, and decision making. These

statements are not the replacement for

any medical condition but can be used in

case of minor anxiety or chronic anxiety,

which has not responded to

conventional treatments.

Chapte7:  Anxiety
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Self Healing for Anxiety 

I admit my anxiety under the loving care of Redikall
Consciousness
 

I R5 this anxiety
I R5 the reason behind this anxiety
I R5 the brilliance in the anxiety. 
 

Redikall Consciousness is purifying energizing,
completing, grounding, and protecting my loved ones and
me. 
 

I recognise my anxiety.
I recognise my need for the anxiety.
I recognise my  resistance to let go of the anxiety.

Assess the level of anxiety, worry or fear

on a scale of 0 to 10 and recite the

following statements 21 times for 21

days or till the anxiety level becomes 0.
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Relationship Healing

Relationships can be of different kinds.

They reflect your need for healing. When

you are healed, all your relationships will

make you feel good. If you  are not

feeling good because of relationship or

in a relationship, it is time to heal

yourself. 
 

Stop waiting for others to change. You

begin by changing the way  you feel.
 

Think of the person who makes you

uncomfortable. Imagine that person is

right in front of you. 

Chapte 8:  Relationships
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Assess this discomfort on a scale of 0 to
`10. Where 0 means, no discomfort, and
10 means severe discomfort, Now recite
the following statements for 21 times for 21
days or until the discomfort becomes zero.

Relationship Healing
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I see this person
I feel  this person
I acknowledge this person
I love and accept this person
I honor this person
There is a brilliance in this person
I am this person, and this person is me.

 

 

I R5 this person.
I R5 my feeling towards this person this
person 

I R5 my discomfort due to this person
 



You often come across the moments of

feeling 'low', unhappy, and sad with or

without any apparent reason.

Irrespective of the causative factors, it is

possible to feel better in a short while. 

This recipe is not for people who are

suffering from clinical depression.

However, people with transient sadness

or chronic sadness can try using these

statements.

Healing Sadness

Chapte 9: Sadness
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Healing Sadness

I see my sadness.
I  feel my sadness.
I  acknowledge my sadness.
I love and accept my sadness.
I honor my sadness.
I discover thee brilliance in my sadness. 
I am my sadness and my sadness is me.
 
Note: If other emotions surface up,

address them by suitably altering the

above statements. e.g. I see my anger...

Assess the discomfort caused by

sadness on a scale of 0 to 10 where 0

indicates no sadness and 10 indicates

maximum level of sadness. Recite the

following statements for 21 times for 21

days  or till sadness becomes 0.
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Healing the Misfortune

For whatever reason, when you feel that

the lady luck is not supporting you in

your financial, professional or personal

life, you  can use the following

statements for 21 times for 21 days.

Chapte 10: Misfortune
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Healing the Misfortune
I admit my misfortune under the loving care of
Redikall Consciousness
Redikall Consciousness is purifying, energizing,
completing, grounding and protecting my good fortune. 
 

I R5 my curses. 
I R5 the reason behind my curses
I r5 the brilliance in my curses.

I see my misfortuene.
I feel my misfortune.
I acknowlledge my misfortune.
I love and accept my misfortune.
I honor my misfortune.
I open up to the brilliance in my misfortune.
I am my misfortune and misfortune is me.

Please explore the underlying reasons for

the misfortune and heal that as well.

Focus on inner shift to bring obout the

outer shift.
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Every pain and problem
has communication,

solution, and brilliance
for you.
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You could be hurting because of the

physical body or because of the

emotional hurts. Emotional hurts, when

not recognized, often draw your

attention through physical hurt. You can

learn about the pain in various body

parts and their interpretation in Redikall

Crystalline Mind book or Redikall

Curriculum. 

Healing physical or
emotional pain/Hurt

Chapte 11: Pain
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I admit all my hurts under the loving care of Redikall
Consciousness.
Redikall Consciousness is purifying, energizing,
completing, grounding and protecting me from all my
hurts.
 

I R5  my hurts.
I R5 the reason behind my hurts
I R5 the brilliance in my hurts.

I see my hurts
I feel my hurts
I acknowledge my hurts
I love and accept my hurts. 
I honor my hurts
I discover the brilliance in my hurts
I am my hurt and my hurt is me.

Assess the emotional hurt on a scale of

0-10 where 0  indicates no emotional

hurt. Recite the following statement for

21 times for 21 days  or until the

discomfort is '0'.
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Gratitude
 As you heal, you positively influence the

world around you. We have a mission to

inspire 1/5th of the world population to

heal themselves. 
 

When you heal yourself, your life

becomes easy, effortless, and joyous. 
 

When you remain unhealed, you create

difficulties for yourself and others and

may spread unpleasantness in your

space.
 

This booklet is a very powerful

beginning, and as you start reciting the

statements, you will find a shift in your

personal, professional, and spiritual life.
 

If you find this booklet helpful, feel free

to share it with your friends and

relatives. 
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AATMN PARMAR

www.redikallhealing.com 
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Thank you for Reading!
We are grateful to you for

reading and using this book.

Feel free to share with friends and relatives.

https://www.redikallhealing.com/


A Guidebook for a positive shift in

You Personal, Spiritual and Professional Lives

Strengthen you Foundation for

Profound Escalation in Life:

www.redikallhealing.com 
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Clear. Sharp. Strong. Brilliant.

Buy now

A Guidebook

Redikall Crystalline Mind Book

Buy

Do you wish to read more ?

https://www.redikallhealing.com/
https://www.redikallhealing.com/
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Contact : -
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